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I PREFACE

3 ~This final report is a summnary of the final portion of the work performed on this contract which deals with

modeling the ESD-caiised ignition of solid propellants. A summary of the prior work was already submitted in an3 ~insem report that Preceded an ARO-sponsored workshop, held in Nashville, Tennessee on April 17 and 18. 1989.

devoted primarily to the question of ignition following an ESD breakdown event. That interim report dealt only5 periphlerally with ignition.

However, there was always an intent to consider ignition in the final year of the contract, so thisU ~dociunent adds material on that subject as well an Contaiing several new items of research not reported in a thesis,

that is the other main output of this contract.

The authors wish to thank ARO's Project monitor, Dr David Mann. for taking a sircng interest in the

subject matter of this project.
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I! CHAPTER 1

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This docuaent is the final report for a three year study performed at Electromagnetic Applications, Inc

(EMA) for the U.S. Army Research Office (ARO). The subject mater is analytcal treatment of microstructiral

aspects of Electrostai Discharge (ESD) ignition of solid rocket motors. This report, and a compamon document

(Dr. Mark Gyures thesis) [1], are an expansion of an interim report covering simular material, released in mid 1989

[2].I
ESD hazards of the type described herein are now well known to the solid propellant industry [2], although

this was less so at the time of our original proposal to ARO in 1986. Since 1985, two accidents involving solid

"rocket motors have caused the loss of eight lives. These are now accepted to have been initiated by ESD, causing

ESD to have become the leading safety hazard within the solid propellant industry;

This report describes features of solid propellants that make them particularly susceptible to ESD Primnary

emphasis has been placed on microstructural modeling to better understand how to mitigate these hazard by

understading the details of the hazmar

Attempts have bees made in this and the companion doctoral thesis [1) to explain (among other things)

effects of time (or frequency), propellant formulation, temperature, pressure, and relative humidity This report

explains, but is not intended as a final definitive explanation of, much of the experimental phenomena that is

summarized herein. In summary, we can make the following general statements that are supported by the (prmaruly)3 microscopic analyses within this ARO contract.

1 i. As work has been performed on the electrostatic breakdown and ignition of solid propellants in

response to the two accidents, it has become clear that there are good macroscopic and microscopic

reasons for ESD to be a serious hazard for solid propellants. Based on both stauc and transient

mmuscopic simulations by EMA (not the subject of this report), the propellant fields from realistic

charge densities can sometimes exceed those known to cause breakdown in small experimentalI . samples. Irom a modeling standpoint, the analysis of the field distribution is not sinple, but good

accuracy is possible, and there are few doubts that hazardous situatons can occurI
2. From the microscopic viewpoint, the general features are also understood Microscopic modeling is

able to explain, primarily through the statistical details of the proximity of the aluminum particles,

many of the expernmental breakdown variations. However, the details of the behavior of propellant

I
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I breakdown fields, conductvity and permittivity as a function of tine (or frequency) and temperature

am only incompletely understood.

3. Among the various manromodelhng techniques, the finite element technique has shown the most

3 significant advantages in terms of accuracy, case of titeraction during problem set-up, ease of

obtaining solution, quality of display and interpretation of results, short computing time, and total

3l solution time. However, the finite element method has not been of significant value in studying

random media (except as it occasionally is used as in the above ways), since it is not usually used for

muntsple runs with varying parameters(such as in sequential breakdown discussed in [Ref 13 For

sthis study of random medi resort is largely made to boundary element methods [1].

3l Among tde other conclusions, mostly discussed to desail t [Ref. 1]:

Breakdown fields (at leasn in the cases studied to date) are linearly related to average u'terpartcle spacings so

bobl highly structired and random media. The relationship is simpler than oiginally expected.

-I Fmwmlu have been obtained for mterparticle fields between spheres wlds acceptable accuracy and speed of

solution.

New insights have been gained on the effect of differential conductivity in explasning both field

Senhancement aid resistivity vs. ume experiments.

Much of the material that would normally appeared as this final report have already appeared to Reference

[2], and virtually none will therefore be repezed here. A brief overview was given as Section 2 of [2) of the four

major parts of the breakdown phenomenon. This was followed in as Section 3 by a description of a number of

modeling techniques and results that ae primarily useful mn macroscopic modeling, but with emphasis on their use

to microscop modeling. Sections 4 and 5 dealt with major portions of Dr Gyure's thesis, which now appear as a

sepasate component of this final report [1] Brief comments were made mn Section 6 of a number of topics of

importance to undetstanding the physical aspects of breakdown not covered mn the thests; this work was performed by

Sother investigator working on the proJecL The final section of the interim report [2] gave some of the sam's views

on itema that were covered in the ARO-sponiored workshop [3] for which the interim report was prepar Thatg ~section, has been reained and expanded as part of this doctunent.

A major portion of the seam effort was the support of Mr (now Dr.) Mark Gyure sm obtaining hs doctoral

Sdegree (in Physics) at the Umvertsty of Colorado That work was under the dictUon of Dr. Paul Beale, who has

also authored some sections to the present volume. Mark Gyire's doctoral work, in its entirety, is contained in the

I
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I s•iuasre•1post (1]. He has also contributed a shost section on energy conside~ratons related to his thesis work in

dtiss fnal repost
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SCHAPTER 2
PARTICLE SEPARATIONS AND EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

3 (Prepared by Dr. Paul Beale)

, One of the primary remlts" of the electrostatic breakdown modeling is the simple connection between the3 dielectric breakdown smrgth of a metal-loaded dielectric and the average nearest-neighbor surface-to-surface distance

between the metallic particles the composite.

Eb =Ebbd (2.1)

5 The breakdown field. Bib, is directly proportional to the breakdown field of the binder. The proportionality constant

depends on, d, the average nearest neighbor distance between metal particles and. D, the diameter of the metal

particles. Unfor•tately. the distance between particles in a random composite is difficult to measure. instead we

determined this value by appealing to known mathematical properties of the correlations between hard spherical

Sparticles in the tatstica mechanics of simple flui&

Let p = N/V be the number density of particles in a volume V. The pair correlation function g(r) is defined

byI4 x A p g(r) dr; it is tbe prbbility that the center of a p e is located at a di ce between r and r+dr from

the center of a chosen particle. The average nearest neighbor distance can be determnned from the distribution function

for particle separatioas. Let p(r) dr be the probability that the closest neighbor of a given particle is at a distance

between r and r+dr from a given particle. it is not too difficult to show that

p(r) = 4i•p r 
2 

g(r) ex4xp g(r') r
2 

dr]. (2.2)

From this distribution function, the detcnmination of d is easy.I
d =Jr p(r) dr- D (2.3)I0

Now, the goal of the microstrucmural theory is to determine the pair correlation funcuton g(r) The added

difficalty is the situation we have with propellants is that the composite is composed of different types and sizes of

particles. Let Ni be the number of particles of type i with diameter D1. The number densities of the different3 components ae given by pt=Ni/V. There will be several different pair correlation functions corresponding to the

correlations between particles of type i and particles of type j. Let Pi Pj g1 (r1 -r2) d
3
rl d

3
r2 be the probability that a

I



I particle if type i is located inside volume element d
3
r, located at position ri and a particle of type j is located inside

voliune element d
3
r2 locate at position r2. The nearest neighbor probability distribution functions are pjjfi) dr is the

pr~obability hat apauticle of type ihas its nearest neirhbor of type jat adistance between rand r+dr Thas is gotten

from the pair correlation functions gij(r) by the relation

prj(r) = 
4

rpgj g(r)e x{4spjiJgjj(r') 2drj (2-4)

'The goal of our mictoaixuctural theory is to deterD..~P t"~ - ,fr~itatioA frrr inns and troan those to deieminie the

nearest neighbor spacing between inetai passici TIhe MOat. -'-. 1111 be sstmed is that the patilsaric hanhird

sphere of diameter Dj with number dernsties r,

The calculation of the pair correlation functions pr~ceedi .-. the i sltzsnarn assuntpuw that any

configuration of particles which is possible (no hard spher;!s o, eriap) has eqia: a pncr p-obabiiihs 7-iccdith

also the basis of all of statistical mechanics, we wul nial use of tht: statistical rniechaiý ,, of minp'- ,qu.ids to

determine fth pairt correlation functions.
7 

The particular approach used is basc-A on t.,propeutrs of the direct

correlation functions cijjr) which are definied by the Ornstein Zexuke equation.
8

Igrj(r) - 1=cij(r) + I Pk fcik(r') [ gsk(r-r')-l I dr (25)
k

This isa itself contains no new infornation. The calculation of the pair corrlation functions depends on being able to

close these equations with a means of specifying another constraint on the direct correlation functions. The constraint

we use is the Perkus-Yevick equation
74

1
1 

which for hard spheres states that the direct correlation function cij(r) is

z=for all r> (r),+ Dj )J2. This constraintallows the exact calculation of ill of the direct correlation functions andI pair correlation functions for up to two different sphere sires This approximation is wrUl-tested. in the statistical

mechanics of simple liquids and is known to be quite accurate even at very high particle densities near the phase

transttion to a solid crystalline phase 
7

Lebowitz gives; an exact expresin for the direct correlation trinctions 11They are of the formn

-cl f2 1 +bl r+dr
3  

r<Dl ( a

1 0 r >DI

2-2
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I = a2+b2r+dr
3  <D2

Src22r > D2 (2 6b)

-c12(r)={ a++bx
2 +41dx 3

+dx
4  

I<r<Dl2 (2.6c)

0 r>D1,

where x=r-l and the coefficients ai j bl. b and d are given in Lebowitz's paper
1
1

eIM Fourier transforms of the direct correlation functions ae defined by

C irj(k) = 4 ' or cij(r) sin( kr ) dr (27)
* 70

and the Fourier transforms of the pair conelanon function are defined by

I hij(k) ='T Jr [gij(r) -1) dr (28)

3 In Fourier transform space the Otrntemn Zenuke equation has the form

hij(k) = Cij(k) + • Pn Cm(k) hnj(k) (2.9)

Tins equation can be solved for the Fourier transforms of the pair correlauon functions h1j(k) Finally the

determination of the panr correlation functions is accomphihed by inverse Fourier transforming

gij(r) = 1 +1_J k h1j(k) sin( kr ), dk (210)

"Note that this step cannot be done analytically (at least not easily) so this final step must be done numerically using

a fast Fourier watnsfort routne. Once this is accomplished equations (3) and (4) can be evaluated numerically to

determine the nearest naghbor spacnmgs in tne composite

I
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Our tieoretical claim in equatuon (1) that the breakdown field scales simply with the nearest-neighbor

spacing can be tested with experimental data. Table 2.1 shows the mixture proportions and breakdown field for a

3=eres of men propellants mixed by Gibson at Edwards AFB and tested by Covino and Hudson at China Lake

NWC.1
2 

In the samples, the ammonurn pes-chlorate was replaced by NaCI. From the mixture proportions the pair

worelation functions and nearest.neighbor spacings were determnined using the above procedure The NaCl particles

were assumed to be 100 tunies larger man the Al particles. Figures 2 1 - 2.3 shows the psi orrelation functions for

sample KJ-15 and Figutre 2.4 shows the Al-Al nearest neighbor distributon function The calculated nearemt neighbor

spacing for this sample was 0.045 D1. Figare 2.5 shows the experimental breakdown field plotted vs d/(DAi + d)

Equation (2.1) predicts that the data should fall on a straight line with slope Ebbinder and intersect the origin As is

evident, the data is well approximated by.. straight line (which intersects the origin as predicted) and that the slope of

19MV/m is in gooc. agreement with the tubsequently determined experimenital bindeL breakdown field of 23MVI/m

This excellent agreement between theory and experiment is very encouraging and constitutes a quanutauve theoretical

approach for determining the dielectrc bree.down strength of random metal-loaded dielectric composites

U Table 2.1

Mixture Proportions and Breakdown Fields for Inert Propellants

Sample Volume % Volume % Brekdown d4)

3 micron Al NaCI Field (MV/m)

3 KJ-17 3.0 55.7 4.7 0.327

KJ-14 12.7 47.5 165 0.087

KI-iS 22.4 35.9 075 0045

KJ-16 334 250 045 0025

KJ-19 54.7 0.0 0.25 0.0126

The experimental breakdown field plotted versus the theoretislly determined average nearest neighborf distance. The data is shown in Table 2.1. The slope of the line is 18 MV/m which tis the theoretical prediction of the

breakdown field of the blnder. The subsequently determined breakdown field for the binder was 23 MV/m

-24I
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Figure 2.1 The Aluminum- Aluminum Paik Correlation Functieu for KrJ-15
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Figure 2.3 The Aluminum-NaCI Pair Correlation Function for KJ-15
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Figure 2.5 Test of Theory on China Lake Data
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CHAPTER 3

ENERGY FOUND IN MICROSCOrIC MODELING

(Prepared by Dr. Mirk (Gyure, as an Extension of Work in his Thesis [1])

- The work of Reference [1] is primarily addressing the problem of breakdown in randomly inhomogeneous

nmuerials and rot the problem of ignition of actual materials such as solid rocket propellants. The breakdownI simiulations described in this work do previde enough data, however, to estimate the energy released is local

lsieakdown events and this information should be useful, if not essential, to anyone interested in modeling ignition

3 t m these mateials.

The igniton problem of interest to the aerospace community can be stated in the following way If a solid

rocket propellant experiences dielectric breakdown, what is the probability that the eropellant will also ignite and

bbur? Or put another way, is electrical breakdown a sufficient condition for ignition of a given propellant or can

xeakldown occur without ignition? The problem of igmuon of solo rocket propellants due to dielrctric breakdown is

a very difficul one for several reasons that will not be discussed in detail here. Bnefly, the problems encountered are

athe monogeneity of the materal and the difficulty of modeling a system of sufficient size The ignition question is

primarily a thermodynamic one; the likely scenario for ignition based on a dielectrc breakdown event is as follows

In each local breakdown, some amount of eergy is dissipated into the propellant through Joule heating as charge is

transferred between the alumLrssm particles and some energy is also dissipated through radhanon from the discharge3 are itself In order for ignition to occur, this energy must be demrA.d in such a way as to raise the temperature of

the material surrounding the arc to a high enough value for a long enough tme for a self sustaining chemical

reaction to occur in the propellanL How lugh this temperature must be and how long it must be maintained is a

function of the thermodynamic/chemical properues of the materials involved and the geometry of the propellant at

the microsssnctusal level. These are issues that will not be addressed htzre, but one key parameter that is needed to

begin any analysis of the ignition question is an estimate of how much energy is dissipated in a local breakdown or

sequec of local breakdowns. Such an estimate can be made from the breakdown simulations described in Reference

([1 and will be the subject of this section

At each step in the sequence of local breakdowns, two unportant quantities are known that have direct

reekvanc to the amount of energy released during such an event. First, the voltage difference between the metallic

particles is known just before the breakdown event from the electrostatic solution for the potentials In addition, the

net charge on the particles is known both before and after the local breakdown when the new electrostatic solution is

fobeal. if the particles were not part of any breakdown path before the local breakdown in question, then the net

charge before the breakdown was, of course, zero From these parameters, the energy can be estimated

Sy by taking the net charge transferred across the gap between the partcles and multiplying that charge

I
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--'l by the voltage drop that existed across that gap before the breakdown This is only an esumate, of course, the exact

value for the energy released is a function of the exact particle geometry and local fields This is an order of3 magnitude estimate only, but one which may be useful as a starting point for more complicated and detailed ignition

modeling.

1 The energy released in each local breakdown for the 3D sunulations of 135 spheres % as estimated from the

simulation dam as descnbed above The main conclusion is that the energy released during a local breakdown between

particles is on the order of 10 to 100 picojoules This estimate comes from assuming that the particles have a radiuts

of irn microns and that the electric field between the particles just before breakdown is right at the breakdown field of

the binder which is taken to be 20 MV/m. The simulation data can be scaled to give values for the energy based on

any particle size and any field between the particles. If the particles are larger that 20 mucrons in diameter, then the

energy released is larger because the charge iransfer is larger Also if the field between the particles is larger than the

breakdown field of the binder, this also increases the energy released. The basic relationship which scales the energy

3 is

U =C E2 a3

where U is the energy, E is the field between the particles (or the applied field), a is the partcle radius which also3 ~determines the system size for a given volume fraction and number of particles, and C is a constant of

proportionality Hence for any field or particle size, the energy can be estimated from the suaulation data.

Another conclusion suggested by the simulation datai s that more energy is released i those breakdowns

tt occur lr m the breakdown process than the ial bredowns Again ths assumes tat the field between the

paricles undergoing breakdown is held at a fixed value of 20 MV/m regardless of when they break down This result

occurs because mor energy is available in a region where the field between two particles .s fixed and the distance

between them is increased. Recall that the distance between particles that undergo breakdown generally incieases as

the breakdown process comtinues. With the assumption of a 20 MV/m field between particles and 20 micron diameter

parucles, the energy released during breakdown i samples at the lowest volume fractions of 20% ranges from 5 pi

in the early breakdowns to more than 50 pJ for breakdowns occurisng at later stages in the breakdown process

For volume fracuons of 50%, the highest studied for 3D systems, the energy released ranges from around 5

pJ for initial breakdowns to only 10 pJ later in the breakdown sequence This is again easily interpretec. at higher

volu•e ftacutns, the averge particle sepa•aton distance decreases so that the distances involved in breakdowns later

in the sequence are still quai small whereas the distances between particles in the initial breakdowns are quite small

Sin either case A final comment is that the energy stored between two spheres placed i a known, uniform field can

be calculated exactly after finding the capacitance between the spheres In the case of a 20 MV/m field, the energies

I
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a- atn m the owfdat ms ofpioajou for sparation distances hike those encountered in the breakdown simulations

Thi is not uncipect d am ft energy stored in this two sphere system should be the same order of magnitufd as

the energy satnd betwe two qi6ia in a tandem configuration.

I 3m I a in y. the eo*ling of ignition processes in solid rocket propellants is a complicated problem

involving the wwuafm • f suied ekfcicd e ,ergy to heat and the subsequent thermodynamic tansfer of this heat to

the material which may er may not cause ignition. Any ignition modeling therefore depends on knowing the

maxgtle of aeu rceked in a breakdown process. This energy is on the ordcr of 10 to 100 picojoules for local

hreakdowns baxeca p omes of 20 maofns in diameter, depending on the distance between the particles which is

large, t smaxll vo;ie fhaciim and sm'iler at large volume fractions. Hence, although propellants with a lugher

volume fractism of aliminmi break down easier, more energy is released in the breakdown of propellants with a

!ower volame Uction of aihsiman. VWether tus amount of energy is large enough and can be deposited rapidly

eno*gh to came mia m psece= to begin is a question in need of further investigation. In part it is covered in

-I3
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CHAPTER 4

IGNITION OF SOLID PROPELLANTS

J 4.1 Introduction

- -Analyses of ESD-caused ignition (as opposed to breakdown) of solid propellants must include an

investigation of-

"" 1. Electrical energy available to start ignition in typical system-level geometries,

2. Electrical energy deposition in typical arcs as a function of sample si and characteristics such as

resisance

3. Electrical energy, power, and time requirements for arcs to cause ignition,

4. Resistive loss mechanisms in ars and,

5. Physical properties of solid propellants (e.g., heat capacity) that relate to ignition

I- The above considerations can be broken up into two levels of investigation a system or macroscopic level,

and a local or microscopic level In earlier sectons, we dsscused the electrostatics of system level ESD charging

"Our discussion of the local or microscopic level is contained in Sections 4.2 and 4.3, and will be broken up into the

are -lectrodynamics and the ignuion physics. Section 4.2 addresses the relatonship between energy and properties of

j the amc, and Section 4.3 discusses the basic laws relating to propellant ignition, and the extrapolation of current

ignition threshold data to the short utme scale of micro discharges.

SWe note that the ESD community often uses the words vulnermbilty and susceptibility to describe aspects

of the breakdown and ignition problem. In our terminology, the available energy on a system level is related to

- vulnerability, and the energy in the micro discharge (between particles in metal loaded propellants, for example) is

related to susceptibility.I
A primary objective of this chapter is to provide a set of nomograms to quantify the relatuonslups between

the various important ignition parameters. There are many parameters to keep in mind, including power, power

density, energy, energy density, voltage, charge, current, resistance, capacitance, tine, and charge density, for

esample. There is generally a physical property of an object that is a parameter for curves on the nomogram

Examples of such parameters are arc length, capacitance, spark gap distance, source charge density, and resistance It

is hoped that these nomograms will help the reader to appreciate quantitatively the mary relationships that exist at

the system and local levels. Additional information that may be helpful in understanding the concepts in this paper

ae contained us Referencte [2,13, 14]
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4.2 System Level Electrontagnetic Principles

At the system level we will show the relation between the internal voltages and fields, and the external3 ~sources which are charge densities. The physical pbopertiei of the system that relate these quantities are capacitance

3nd system level gap dimension. The mathematical relations between the variables are,

IQ - Qs A(.a

5V = QJC (4.1b)

3V = Ed (4.1c)

whr Ula = 1/2 CV2  (orlf2 Q V) (4 Id)

QS = oa chargedest per -re (coulombs per square mete)

A = areit (square meten)
V = voltage across the system (volts)3C = capacitance of the systemn holding the source charges (farads)

E = magituxle ofrelectric field (volts /i)

d = system level gap (distance over which Etas developed) (meters), and

U& = available energy (joules)

3 ~Figure 4.1 shows these equations in graphical form (nomograms). using log-log scales for each nomograsm

For example, Figure 4.1a (the right-hand figure) shows Eq 4. la, where we can en- a known area A (abscissa) and3 an assumed charge density 0s, to obtain a specified charge. These nomograms allow one to more clearly visualize

the relationship of the many system level electromagnetic parameters.

I In the example, we a=nume an area of two square meters and a charge density of 04=-15 licoulombs per

square meter. This gives a total charge Q of 30 licoulomrbs. Traveling left from Figure 4.1a to Figure 4.1b gives aI voltage if the total equivalent capacitance is knowni. In -ir example case, an assumed value of 1 nanofarad would

lead toa voltage of30kilovolts Mith thius voltage, average fields (Figure 4.1c) and energies (Figure 4.1d) can also3be established In the examplea field oflI MV with agap of 3 cmas shownminFigure 4.1cgives an energy of 045

joules with 1 nF
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Figure 4.1 System Level Relationships Between Available Charge, Voltage, Field and
Energy (See text for defining relationships and explanation of example)

I ~All equations here were linear except the quadratic dependence of itie available energy, Ua, on voltage, as

aee in the steeper slope for Figure 4.1d. Figure 4.1 can be used to establish upper limits for the various quantitiesft ~that may late be dictating an arc and possible ignition.
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1 4.3 Microstructural Electro Magnetic Principles

We now look more closely at the possible values for discharge energy, to assure ourselves that they sre not

in fact greater than the available energy. Figure 4.2 shows four interconnected nomograms Although each

nanogram can be used to find any variable as a function of the other two. we underline below the most likely

variable to be solved for The four nomograms respectively are:

a. Lower left Resistance vs voltage with guflL as a parameter

b. Upper left: Eowr vs voltage with current as a parameter

c. Lower right Rvstance vs TLin with capacttance ass parameter

d. Upper right: Power vs ume with powerndnsit as a parameter

V. Gap VoNa"* (VOWe 1W (aeouOa

I0n / - 151

I A-n"M 'U-I r

(2b) II

I, ,,q 2d.1 
1.V

ti-

i- 4. 40 li

K(2a) E'OF (c
IýIP

1 10 100 1 to1 1610 1T

Gap VONIIG V (110131 ThII (ceia

Figure 4.2 Discharge Parameters (Volts, Current, Resistance, Power, Capacitance, Time,
Energy)
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The equationts for thes nomograms are-

IsV/R (4.2a)

P=IV (4.2b)

It=RC (.c

I U=Pr (4,2d)

By entering a voltage in Pz3ure 4.2a (which can be obtained from later graphs, with knowledge of

breakdown field and separation), and an assumed rseistance (obwated from independleat studies of breakdown physics).

we can determne the likely current between the discharging spheres, using Eq. 41a. In the example shown, we

assume, 10 volts and 1000 amperes, giving a cuseent of 10 mihiffinpeius (ma). In fact, we know that both the

voltag and the resistance are timne-varying, so the cewcertiny is also. The graph should only be used to get an

Oveage Viir

3 Traveling upward with the smie voltage to Figure 4.2b, and using the currents just obtained (alternatively,

we could have usedl the resistance with the formula P = V
2

JR, we can obtain the power (time rate of change of3 ~ ~~energy depenited), -Sii Eq. 4.2b. A possible errancreep in here, sinr= the currents are reversed from fthir order

in Figure 42.a. In the exs'mple, we obtain a power level of 0.1 Watt.

In the lower right qnadrant, we have a means of dreersaining the time scale of the discharge, using Eq 4.2-c

The time. t, is read off of the abscissa, with the discharge resistance. R entered on fth ordinate, using an assumed3 ~interspbere capacitance, C. In the example, we sake C-- 1.03 picofarads, an the assumed R of 1000 ohms gives a

discharge time of 3 &l11. or 30 picoseconds.

In the upper righit quadrant, the results obtained fromn Figure 4.2b and 4.2c are combined to allow as

independent dtriainothenrydpstdbtharuigE.4 .Inheexample, we find about 3

picopslak& The energy so obtained should not be large than the available energy obtained from the charge transfer

I Ud= iivdt =Vjldt=0,5 QV=0,5CV 2  (4.2e)

j ~To this point, we have established a system level vulnesrability energy and a discharge level susceptibility

energy (this section). Although a breakdown is assuned to have occurred, st is not obvious that an igniton will
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1 ensue. This is the subject of the next section, where we first concentrate on those physical changes (other than

ignition) that will first result from the breakdown

4.4 Ignition

Our available experimental inforntauon on the power or energy density required for ignition comes from

laser and ESD experiments A major difference in the form of energy application is that the vast majonty of theI laser energy can be applied right at the surface wtuch must be heated up to attain an ignition Only reflection of the

laser beam causes mefeicioncy; this is sometimes controlled through darkening additves Electric sparks, on the

other hand, typically demand a large voltage drop withun the propellant or along its surface, which is only

peripherally useful in heating the surface. This largz energy may possibly be minimized by using low resistances,51 bus this in turn leads wo shorter arcs and a higher power density (but not energy density) requirement. Current

breakdown experimental research will eventually lead to a good understanding of this trade-off with different

Sresistances. In an operational (not laboratory) simauon, there is a selection process which will lead to those being

the most sensitve naturally oecurring first.

I Another difference is that the arc diameter can be much less than the several millimeters used in laser

experiments. For smail currents and higher pressures, diameters are estimated to be no more than a few microns5 (hence appreciably less than a millimeter). However, with an arc to a surface, the arc also is known to move around,

so we might first start with a 1 square millimeter as a possible area. In laboratory simulations, the length of the arc

% -- may only be about 1 mm, so the area of the majority of the energy deposition may be even less than 1 sq mm

One other large difference for elecri spark.caused ignition is that the entire arc is at high temperature - not

only the surface, As the binder and ammomum perchlorate decomposes, the reaction products will be ionized and (it

is believed) can thereby more readily react in or near the arc. Since these reactions are exothermic (they release

"15 energy), it seems possible that the electric arc may be more efficient than the lasers in causing ignition Future

research will possibly 'onfirm this, when the full energy balance is understood.

Breakdown conditions are someumes cited as being equvalent to ignion in terms of defining a serious

safety hazard. Indeed, serious conncers have been raised by the observation that igmuon seems to have been well

underway (before stopped by propellant cracking) without a full discharge across test samples [Ref. 28] There is

little experimental data on te amount of energy that is associated with these anomalous conoiutoss, but the required

Sexternal energy would appear to be on the order of p.,cojoules However, expenmeital tessung also shows that there

ar substantial differences - certainly in most experiments, few breakdowns do lead to ignition. However, we should

inoe that in high pressure test configurations, other investigators do find that most discharges will lead to igniuon.
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I 4.5 Micro.Discharge Damage

_ -- Here, we explore obtaining a hazardous situation with micro-d0-scharges (uny arcs that occur betw.en small

spheres) of very small energy content. Although the energy content is low, the power density can be very high,

given the small dimensions of an arc between spheres. We will explore this question with the set of nomograms in

Figure 4.3. The primary quantities of interest are the breakdown field and discharge energy The required equations

I

r= V/h (4.3a)

U= .5 C V2  
(4.3b)

U Cv dT vc (4.3c)

I Vc p r2 h (43)

I A=2prh (4.3e)

Ud=U/A (430

3 whcze

E = electricfield

V = voltage

h = height of discharge

IU = scharg energy

Ud = dischargeenergy density

C = capacitance

Cv = constant volume specific heat

dr = temperature change

Vc = arc cylinder volume.

A - ate cylinder lateral area

Each equation is plotted in the six parts of Figure 4.3 Our principal interest is in determining the radius5I of the arc. assuning that the breakdown occurs Solving the set of equations 4.3, we find

SI
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r =E (C It)_
5 (6.28 Cvdr)5  

(4.3g)

However ihekcifecs a ihe four separate parameters (E.C, hCvdT) are hard to v'sualze, and the nomogram gives a

move compect vismalizasion of the relationships. Figure 4.3a (lower left diagram) allows us to specify an assumed

cylatder heigh so baeakdown field. In our first example, we assume thas an average field of about 10 MV/in might

be imsfiient (this is possibly low), giving a sphere to sphere voltage of about 50 volts This is an appreciably

laer voltap that eemtptrd for breakdown across say 100 microns of aluminum oxide with a breakdown field

strimolhofl phII I GV/in. where only about 10 volts would be required

Tniavling upwards to Figure 4 3b, we can intersect with capacitive lInes near 0.01 picofarads, appropriate to

a 20 micron sphere siz (using C=-4,se for a single sphere) Eves with the closer spacing of the 100 angstrom

exatsplof can2 (and consequent higher capacitance), we deduce that the case I energy is higher by almost a factor

oif 10. with M energy of 1251 picojoulles

Weuaioe a thermal capacity of 106 joules per cubic meter per degree Kelvin and a desired temperatire rise

of 1000 1epge, so the CvdT product is 104 This value of thermal capacity needs more research (that is currently

noft way). bat the use of nomograms allows a rapid deterinination of he sensitivity of this parameter. To keep the

antu managedge, we convert to picojoules and cubic microns (with a cubic micron denoted as citmi the figure and 1

ea=10-1  cuei meteirs, making the appropriate diagonal labeled 1000 p1/cu). We thus predict approximately 012

atd .0015 cubi microns (cui) respectively for the two cases

Traveling downwaids to part d of Figure 4.3 to find a cylinder radias (using Eq 4.3d), we find about 0.03

and 0.5 m-rn respectivey. The aspect ratios (hjr) for the two cases are very different - about 167 and 0 02, the

fanrner a long thin cylinder and the latter a disk-shaped object. The teinperatires predicted hcre would not be

achieved, since we are violating the assumption of a relatively homogeneous material, with the large aluminum

SPbeeS SO nebY M CMr2.

Parscof this figure (lower right) carries the computation of the radius (obtained in pars d) an addi ti onal step

to obtan the linal surface area of the cylindrical discharge path, usnog Eq 42le The lower part of this figure is not

valid for esitimatinig eneWg tranisfer, sinice thEL height of the cylinder is there smaller than the radius However, the

nomogrami sMi accoiraety gives the lateral surface area With this qualfflcation. the "total' area for dissipation of

energ in the dischag is read along the abscissa of Figure 4.3e Note the closer spacing of the r diagonal litnes,

since ehe EnmAl ares is only dspen~lent on the first. power of the radius (Eq 4.3e), whcreas the volume of Figure 4.3d

in depevndent t he second power In the example sol'oi, a lateral area of)3 squa,-e microns (abbreviated sit) is
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I ~Traveling upward to Figure 4.3f, we can bring the energy obtained in Figure 4.3c over horizontally, and

find at the intersectioin the energy density, using Eq. 4 If. In tIla example the energy density is about 3 plc jouie,

per square micron. This value of energy density can then be used to determine the likelihood of ignition using the

ignition characteristics of the next section

I V, Potential Oerence. 1volls) Vs.a voluelVki (cutbie miCnri) A, 1.81801 Area, siquare microns

/p C-1lpF - - . w-pysu. -
210 cvdr-ooit u Ila 15

II PF

01 01 Y

IP1 '.01 3 (2a

I~~~- Wim l~

r- 03 nuaw. r. 01u1E.IaMmv.n 030

I / E.1D0MVftn rnuI

r-O.-3 3 un

19010Ia 12 lr 1 100

Figurs 4.3 Characteristics of the Discharge Arc: Voltage, Field, Height, Capacitance,
Volume, Radius, Area, Energy and Energy Denaity (Surface and Volume)

4.7 Ignition Claraclerislics

Figure 4 4 introduces the subject of ignition characteristics Here the interest is in the magnitude of the

power and energy densities that are required to cause ignition as a function of the length of tume of application of the

power or energy The new aspect of tots is the continuation of familiar arguments into the regime of sub
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nanosecond pulses. Here the anchor value is taken as 1 wait per square mm at 100 milliseconds (based on data in

Hermance [Ref. 2], showing approximately 25 calories per cm2-sec, and private communications with workers in the

field [Mef. 151, giving about the same value). We see that at the lowest time scale on the graph (10-1 seconds),

approximately 100 kW/sq mm is required for ignition - five orders of magnitude greater than for a time of 0.1

seconds. However, note that this power level seems more manageable when considered at a micron level - it is only

0.1 watts per square micron. Figure 4.4a also shows a cross-hatched region of departure from the -2 slope, due to

insufficient pressure. In this region, an increase in pressure is required to return to the original slope

Figure 4.4b shows the same plot as it is displayed by individuals interested in ESD damage of electronic

parts Now the slope is seen to have a value of -0.5. Although the electronics damage specialist also talks of a

slope of negative .5, that person is talking only of melting, and of course not of ignition as we are doing here

However, the similarity in slopes and presentation is of course because both are explained as thermal phenomena

The change in slope due to pressure appears different in Figure 4 4b, but is of course due to the same phenomenon

This phenomenon is not noted in the electronmc pats literature, where they are normally looking at damage deep

inside a high resistivity portion of a multi-layered chip, and the thermal melting is unaffected by external pressures

The presentation reversal of Figure 4Ab is especially useful in going to Figure 4 4c, which shows the

.ne.ey in the same ignition event. Most importantly, the energy required for iguition actually decreases with

decreasing time (or increases with increasing tine). As the product of power and time, the log energy vs log time

plot is found to gave a slope of -.5 + 1 = +.5 This is relatively easily perceived in Figure 4 4c, with a simple

increase in the slope by the power of 1, due to the multiplication of power by time to obtain energy The reduction

of the GO area due to insufficient pressure is now seen as a horizontal line defining a region in which reduction of

time is no longer able to cause ignition, as it is above and to the right of that line

The main advantage of this presentation is seen in Figure 4.4d, which is the companion to Figure 4 4a, but

with a slope of +2 This exponent is not immediately obvious, nor is the behavior with insufficient pressure The

most important feature of the graph are the very low values of energy seen with short time depositions If one could

get all the way to point 2 on this plot, then a deposition of only 1 microjoule per square nun in 10-11 seconds is

predicted to be adequate Expressed in terms of picojoules and square microns, this is the same number 1 picojoule

per squant micon.

These energy and temperature values seem reasonable in terms of what we know about the problem,

although they are much smaller than experimentally reported values known to have caused an ignition The lowest

ignition energy we know of is on the order of millijoules for a I inch sample Mucrojoules are reported for one case

when extreme pressure was also present We think that a lot of the remaining difference can be made up as the

energy contained in multiple breakdowns involving large stings of particles

I
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The remaining variable to worry about is the energy and temperature increase required for the Ammonium

Perchlorate particles to participate in a chemical reaction This will depend greatly on the size of the AP particle,

which generally is much larger than the volume calculated above for the discharge volume This is presumably why

sufficient energy is available to melt (perhaps vaporize) the alumina (and a small amount of aluminum), but not

enough to cause ignition.

log P (wuits'Q rmi) tog Um2 ("conds) log u ohuilaq aMM)

IL Z GO2

-4 00 NOGO -4p..~

I _NO4 GOG

NOG 1 2 3 4 1 1 8 . 4 -2 0 .6 S 3.2.

Figure 4.4 Hlypothetical Propellant Ignition Characteristics
.1 4-11
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4.8 SUMMARY

This chapter has attempted to provide a brief mtroduction into present understanding about the ESD-caused

ignition hazard with solid propellants. Although the understanding is still imperfect, much has been learned since

the 1985 Pershing U accident. It is clear that the hazard can be primarily attributed to the close proximity of

aluminum particles, winch can preferentially cause a breakdown through a propellant rather than around it.

We have attempted to develop a graphical mechamsm for demonstrating the inter-relationships between all

of the many ESD variables - both for ESD and for ignition It is believed that these nomograms show all the

various major trends more clearly than would tabulations or multiple graphs with parametric variations. The

puimary critical variables are the diameters and spacing of particles

Secondly, we have explored qunnumuvely the possibility that the amount of energy available in a micro-

. discharge might be sulfciet to cause an ignion, using an extapolaton of experimental results obtained for longer

times of powe appcaon. It seems likely that the energy is available to cause material melting and vaporization

mover a radius of about one thound angstroms (0.1 mrn), when the gap length is large. More work is required to

mdetemine the like]iood of the large spacings required to see the Larger energies We do not believe that we have

proved the possibiity that interal es are adequate to cause an ignition, but we do believe that we have

3 shown it is possible.

3 Primary among the areas requirung more research are more accurate measures of the arc resistance More

accurate determnmaton of parameters such as the duration of the micro-discharges will enable the resistance to be

determined. The analysis of the micro-discharge is found to be much more complicated than the corresponding

macro-analysis. Signficant additional research is requred.

4I
I
I
I
I
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I •CHAPTER 5

SAFETY OVERVIEW

5 The previous material has summarized the final analytical work at EMA dealing with ESD breakdown

This has pruiarily dealt with the "generic* microscopic analyses that we have performed under ARO sponsorship

However, there is another large body of work, both at EMA and elsewhere that has dealt with spcific motor

configurations that could not be covered in flus study and this report. Although much can be learned from the

general, noa-specific analyses, the specific analyses are necessary to ensure safety for specific systems.

Although the subject of safety was not a major part of our research, it has an overwhelming importance to

3 the industry and individuals who will be miterested in this report Thus we feel it appropriate to close this report

with a summary of what we know about safety issues identified through general truths, which are summanzed in

tresmn of the four main ESD areas dercn'bed in Reference 2'

Charge Generation Safety

a. Materials should be selected which minimize the initial electrostatic generation Although this rule is3 often contradictory with other requirements (for minimum friction for example), the motor

manufacturing community has been able to find replacement materials that are proving satisfactory.

b. Conductive materials are generally less likely to generate charge.

i c. Propier graonding can rapidly remrv charge.

Geometric Field Enhancement Safety

a Design of solid propellant motors must take account of the ESD hazard in the future, but it is almost

impossible to introduce a modification into an existing design Proper design will ensure adequate

3 spacing of metal pans and will avoid sharp comers that can augment the interior fields.

b. Metal shielding can prevent large fields through the "Faraday" shielding phenomenon. This is

especially important for lightning safety. Errctosing propellants in a metallic enclosure is the Dest

means of ensuring safety The use of carbon fibers in composite cases ts an excellent alternative

I
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C. Applying conductive paint to nonmetallic enclosures is of high importance This approach has been

used retroactively with several motor systems and has been under consideration with other fielded3I systems. Inspection programs should be in place to ensure that these paints are adequately

connecting the metallic pasts of the motor to the non-metallic

"d. Grounds must be in place to tie all parts of the motor together. Personnel must understand the

function of the grounding systems through training programs. In some circumstances, personnel

should use personal wrist straps during handling operations.

I Microscopic Field Enhancement Safety

a. The size of the aluminum and other particles are primarily dictated by specific energy requirements

and considerations other than ESD. However, the wide range in breakdown fields among different

propellant formulations suggests that a great deal of ESD safety improvement can be obtained if

mome attention is given to the formulation. The primary task will be to keep the aluminum particles

separated. The use of smaller ammomum perchlorate particles is an important first step in this

direction.

"" b The conductivity of the binder is especially umportant in establishing safety, with additives being

helpful to increase conductivity.

Ignition Safety

R. Pressure and confinement are extremely important in going from a rdatvely insignificant breakdown

to the more catastrophic ignition. Steps must be taken, especially during the manufacturing process,

"to ensure that friction is low and that mechamcal pressures are minmmzed, whenever electric charges

may be present

b. Since discharge tume is so unportant, with the shorter discharges being more hazardous, sufficient

=resstance must be o n ds grounding paths as to avoid a very rapid discharge Slow discharge

(m nor milliseconds) is beter than rapid (picosecond) discharge
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